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The very best rates for hotels in Athens You can open, download and print this detailed Athens map by clicking on the map above or via this link: Open the city map. Our article on Athens: The Theatre of Dionysus. Dionysus Theatre is located at the bottom of the Acropolis. This is the oldest theatre in Europe and the cradle of Greek
tragedy. First... Read more When exploring the city, guests see many teenage boys selling newspapers and offering passersby to clean their shoes or wash a car. The reason for this is one of the main problems of modern times... Read more Lalloudes Restaurant's menu is a unique combination of national Greek cuisine and
Mediterranean specialties. Sun-dried tomatoes, spiced cheesecake, eggplant potato with mozzarella cheese... Read more Plaka region is certainly the most beautiful and interesting from a historical point of view. All the historic buildings located here have been carefully renovated, so now they can be seen... Read more We should also
dedicate some of this text to clubs because they really deserve it. Gyalino Plus is the most popular institution in town. Guests of this club can go dancing... Read more 3. Local taxi fares can be called the highest in Greece without exaggeration. If the driver is unable to give you an exact price for the ride and asks for more than 30... Read
more About The New Map with hotels. Look at this! Map of Central Athens Map Athens Metro Map Athens Train map Acropolis &amp; Plaka Map Syntagma Athens Maps and Athens City Center Map The inside of the Red Line is the center of Athens (Daktylions in Greek). The price of a repair tant life at Athens Airport shall apply in this
area. Daktylios Athens city centre Athens sightseeing city map Below is the map provided by the Greek Tourist Association as the official tourist map of Athens attractions. It includes ancient attractions, museums, theatres, etc. Download: Official sightseeing map from Visits Greece Thanks to Belgian Jan, who sent me this brilliant map of
central Athens after realizing this was one thing missing from my Athens guide. You can also get free maps from the GNTO (Greek National Tourism Organization) office at 18-20 Dionysiou Areopagitou Street about 100 meters from the Acropolis Museum. Or at least you used to be able to. The last time I visited, they were out, and she
didn't know when or if they were pushing them again. Let me know if you go in there. The best selection of guides and maps is at Ekdoseis Infognomon at 14 Filellinon just three blocks from Syntagma Square opposite Fantasy Travel. They have maps of all the islands, maps of Greece, street maps of Athens and all the popular guides, as
well as maps and guides for other countries. I have also found maps of Barnes and Noble, as well as other major bookstores in the United States and abroad. Something handy when you get a good map is Yes, I. I. You've never used a compass before, but don't be afraid. They are very simple and you just need to remember that the
needle is always pointing north. So line the needle with N and look at your map and you can see where you are and in which direction you need to walk. Very convenient. Even on the islands. This helpful advice comes from Trent Spradling, Eugene Oregon, and the first thing I'm going to do is go buy one for myself. A travel bookstore at
71 Solonos Street Kolonak is a bookstore specializing in tour guides and maps in Greece and all international destinations. They have a wide range of editions in Greek, English, French, German, Spanish from companies such as Lonely planet, Rough Guides, Dk, Insight, Michelin, Hachette, Baedeker, Jana Seta, Cicerone, Hallwag,
Marco Polo and many more. If you need Maps of Greece, this would be a good place to go as they have the biggest selection of any bookstore in Athens and probably the whole world. They also offered to give a 15% discount to anyone who mentions finding them in my Athens survival guide. If you are looking for a specific map or guide,
you can email them at info@travelbookstore.gr Athens City Center map athens is a big city and Plaka has lots of small streets. The same applies to the maze of small streets in Anafiotika and many other areas of Athens. A good map is necessary when visiting Athens, and when we say a good map, we mean a good map. What's a good
map?, you ask. Well, the answer is not real simple, and it took quite a long time to find the best map for Athens, but we did. Borch GmbH has a map of central Athens on a scale of 1:7500. On this scale, it is an advantage that most of the larger center is on the map without being too large. You don't want to drag the atst with you when you
walk in Athens, do you? What else makes this map so special? • It is laminated so that you can write on it with a non-permanent mark and wipe it off later without leaving a trace. • It displays metro stations and corresponding lines to each station (if any). • All points of interest are listed and marked and named on the map. This includes
public buildings, churches, embassies, parks and some hotels. • It has a clear and complete metro map and a similar map legend. • Behind it is a map of Greece, Attica, Athens and the surrounding area, as well as archaeological sites of the Acropolis, Epidavros and Mycenae. • The table shows conversion kilometres/miles (vice versa),
litres/gallons (vice versa) and Celsius/Fahrenheit (vice versa). • The second table shows the average daily minimum and maximum temperature in degrees Celsius during the year, sea temperature, sunshine hours and rainfall in millimetres. • The map is multilingual: English, German, French, Italian and Spanish. • The map is strong, light
and does not cost you a hand and a leg. Ammersee in Germany. The ISBN number on the map is 3-86609-341-6. With this number you can order a map from any good bookstore around the world (£6.90). We have uploaded the city centre map to give you a picture of Athens. Click on the map in the upper left corner and you will get the
full map in a separate window. Right-click on the map and select Save Pictures to save it to your hard drive. On the Athens info guide pages, you will come across this icon By clicking on it, you will lead you to a map with the location of the related topic on the page. It makes it easier to tour Athens and saves valuable time, time that you
can spend in Athens enjoying even more. More.
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